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I. INTRODUCTION 

The domestic manufacture of phanlaceutical products in the developing 
countries is encouraged by UMIDO and ot~r International Agencies, as a mean 
to enhance their capability in providing part of their need for these drugs 
and contribute to the economic and scientific development of their societies. 

The potential benefits derived frm developing a domestic pharmaceutical 
industry, could be •~ized u follows: 

- savinia in foreign exchange and reduction to foreign exposure 
- stiMulation of auxilliary industries development witn a catalytic 

effect on the industrial develop11ent in general 
- crP..ation of jobs in the pbaraaceutical and auxilliary industries 
- development of manpower, qualifications and expertise in the 

production, organization and 111111age11e11t of industrial enterprises 
and providing of educational opportunities in new disciplines 

- promotion of applied research and development and strenghtening 
of the national scientific basis 

- improvement of industrial information and standardization 
- amelioration of international and regional co-operation. 

The above 9elltioned advantages would lead to: 90re regular and timely 
supply and distribution of phanlaceuticals avoiding excess or shortages of 
stock; a better and 90re efficient quality control; lower costs. Very ofb .. 1, 

especially during the initial stages of the development process, J11BDufact11ring 
costs of domestically produced drugs are higher than imported ones and their 
quality and presentation inferior. These facts are accepted by llBDY 
developing countries, as a price to be paid for progress to be achieved on the 
long run at the national level. 

By and large, the creation and expansion of the pharmaceutical industry 
in the developin' world did not follow a systematic planning pattern, but cmae 
and grew sporadically, responding to the needs and conditions of the ll09ent 
and/or as a remnant of the pas .• 

The 11ain constrains in adopting a methodical approach in the elaboration 
of a rational and coherent plan for the developmeot of an integrated 
pharmaceutical iodustry are attributed to lack of accurate data, inadequate 
eomauDication and co-ordination between responsible organs in the private and 
public sectors; confiuentiality of the infon1Btion; the educational level; 
li31ited local expertise; budgetary li.Jlitations and a lack of appreciation of 
the C011Plexity of this issue. 

The purpotte of this paper is to present s~ized guidelines for the 
elaboration of a !<taste~ Plan for the development of an integrated 
pbal"ll8ceutical indU9try. Points of particular interest have been emphasized. 
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II. THE INTEGRATED APPROACH 

An integrated industrial approach is not a new concept. It has been 
adopted and illplemented in some industries, particularly in the petro-chem1cal 
field, starting from exploration and ending with tbe finished industrial or 
consm1er rroducts, where one hears about vertical integration ~up-s:reaJ:i or 
backward integration, down-streaa or forward intel(rat icn ·. and :icr-:.:::::nr.al 
integration. 

In tbe pbanl8ceutical anufacture, it is generally a question of an 
up-streaa integration fram tbe pbanlaceutical f o~lations to the production 
of pb81'118CeUtical chemicals and inte!"llediates by chemical synthesis, 
extraction, fe~tation, etc. 

The subject of the applicatioc of the integrat~ approach to the 
pbaraaceutical industry has been mentioned and discussed on various occasions 
when planning the development of a pharmaceutical industry, and partial 
horizontal integrations with ancillary industries such as paper, cardboard, 
glass and plastic have been considered and :implemented in the packaging cf 
pharmt :euticals. 

An attempt for a systematic and concise study for the development of an 
integrated pharmri&ceutical industry has been undertake::i by UNIDO in devising 
and elaborating the "Master Plan" approach. 

In its endeavours to develop this concept, UNiDO, besides other 
activities, has for instance created and provided technical assistance in the 
establishment of aultipurpose plants for chemical synthesis, an innovative 
approach of an up-stre1111 integration, for the manufacture of ten to fifteen 
basic phanlaceutical chemicals with liaited capacity and with a relatively low 
investment. (2) 

The master Plan for the development of an integrated phanDBceutical 
industry as a working tool in the hands of technical experts, financial 
specialists, aa well as G~~ernlleDt policy-planners and decision aakers, 
containing pertinent data and infor911tion, and rec01111endatioos for the 
creation, rationalization and dev~lopment of a national pharmaceutical 
industry. The Plan llllkes transparent to all con~erned the basic conditions 
and raquireme.nta, the interdependance of auxilliary industries, the necessary 
infrastructure, the appropriate institutional fr1111eWOrk and the corresponding 
legal provisions and procedures. The P:'..an clarifies the short-tera goals and 
plans, identifying specific projects BA well as feasibility and investment 
studies, essential for reaching the loag-tera objectives. 

While following a c"'8&0n methodology, thr Master Plan is prepared 
separately for each interested country and is specifically adapted for each 
case in the light of the country's socio-~con011ic ~trur.ture and detree of 
deve.'.opaent, with a C•'lrresponding degree of sophistic&tion as a function of 
the l~tter and of its priorities. The Plan could consist, for instance, only 
of a simple facility for repacking of i~rted semi-finished drugs, er 
enc011Pas• several phases of a horizontal and v~rtical integration, with all 
acc011Panying measures, parallel titructures and institutions in the field of 
education, R & 0, maintenance, etc .. 

{2) "Multipurpose plant for the production of gsaential Drug$ baaed on r~ 
materials and intermediates (ID/WG/393/18). 
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The degree of sophistication could also ideally consider ways and means 
of increasing productivity and profitability, getting aanagers and workers to 
alter the way they think and apply it to the workplace, a process of ongoing 
improvement called "Optimised production techschedule manufacturing 
operation". (3) 

The multidisciplinary nature of the phar.:saceutical manufacture, the 
interdependant character of this industry (4}, its dynamic growth and its 
close relation to the health status of cations, makes it a particularly 
responsible, camplex and difficult task, to create, elaborate and implement a 
Master Plan for its development. 

The Master Plan could be considered as an important part of a govermaent 
"pre-invesblent" policy, the formulation and implementation of which, is 
essential fnr the long tel'9 hanaonious development of a viable national 
pharmaceutical industry with sustained growth potential. In this sense, the 
Master Plan could be also considered as a pivotal part in the govenD1eDts 
strategy in their role as catalyst for attracting and promoting comestic and 
foreign inves~t in this field. 

Finally, the Master Plan needs to be incorporated in the National 
Economic DeveloP11ent plans for the development of the phanaaceutical 
industry-integrated into the general health care policy. 

The Plan includes a detailed action programae to achieve the highest 
degree of efficiency, manpower development progra.maes and professional 
training, stimulation of applied scientific research, technological adaptation 
and innovation, industrial information and standardization and the promotion 
of R & D adapted to individual requirements. 

The Master Plan is, in practice, the final result of a series of 
equations balancing the elements of demand to the ~lements of supply. In 
other words, it is the outcome of a continuous process of trying to match, or 
synchronize the "de.and" side represented, for instance, by the consumption of 
pharmaceuticals with all its characteristics to the "supply" side, r£•'.·esented 
by the existing aanufacturing facilities and their output, the ir" ~tion of 
drugs, the presence of ancillary industries, the availability of • dterial and 
hUll8D resources, etc .• 

In order to reach a certain hal'llODY, or equilihriua, a 11Ultitude of 
factors have to be carefully considered and properly analysed. Some of these 
figures on both sides of the equation, auch as govern11ent policies and 
economic development plans, as well as the university formation of qualified 
and highly specialized personnel. For inatance, in the case of funnilated 
govenment policies covering imports, storage, quality control, aanufacbU"e, 
distribution and utilization of drugs, some belong to the demand, 

(3) "the goal", E. Goldratt, 1986 
(4) Ancilliary and related industries (page 9) 
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other to the supply and others like quality control or drug utilization to 
both. As far aa the govenment development plans are concerned. for instance, 
priorities given to further the growth of the sanitary infrastructure in 
increasing outlets or nUllber of beds should be considered on the de.and side, 
whereas encouragements to build up a dcmestic pharmaceutical industry, on the 
supply one. A si.llilar situation exists with university education. The 
training of potential prescribers and/or dispensers of phar:naceutical products 
{physicians, surgeons. dentists, pbar.aciata) should be taken into account on 
the demand aide, when estimating and projeeting the evolution of the 
caaaumpti~ ~ut at the s1111e tille, the training of highly specialized 
personnel in the technical and/or managerial fields to participate in eventual 
R & D activities, to be in charge of quality control and assurance, or to run 
the pbamaceutical mmufacturing enterprises, have to be considered on the 
supply aide, too. There are also other factors, which could play a role on 
"both sides of the fence". (5) 

IV. ESTIMATING TRI DDIAND FOR PIWl4ACIUTICALS 

The first step in the elaboration of a Master Pl311 is the analysis and 
evaluation of the existing drug consU11Ption or the detenaination of the actual 
pharmaceutical market size. 

1. The consU11ption of Ph.irmaceutical Products 

The evaluation of phanlaceuticals consumption could be widertaken using 
one of three underdetailed methods, or sometimes a combination of two or all 
of them. 

1.1 The "Consumption" Approach 

This is the si1~lest method of demand evaluation when precise 
statistical data of the actual consU11Ption of pharmaceuticals are available 
over a period of ti.me!, illustrating consumption trends and stock 110vement. 

The problem in SOiie developing countries is that although reasonably 
good statistical figures could exist, they do not necessarily reflect real 
demmd or the -rket size. Often, due to a variety of reasons, especially 
foreign currency limitations, SOiie p~ceuticals are neither imported nor 
domestically ~ufactured. "In such cases, one notices sudden shifts towards 
other similar products readily available at the time. More often fluctuation 
in stocks and the resulting abundance or shortage actualy deten1ine the market 
size. This warps the entire picture. 

In addition to the statistical data, the op1n1on of the trade, the 
academic circles, government officials, :11BDagers of d011eStic and/or foreign 
pharmaceutical ~ufacturers, tbe medical and pharmaceutical profession should 
be taken into conaiderati~n i~ evaluating demand and its future projection. 

(5) "Scrip", No. 1136, p.20 
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Figures obtained frClll pbarllaceutical sales units should be decoded into 
active ingredients, excipients etc. and, if possible, down to the packaging 
:aaterials. This would show the national demand for active ingredients and 
excipients in kilogrs es or tons, which is essentia~ for deteraining the 
production capacities of 118DUfacturing units. 

1.2 The "Population" Approach 

This 11ethod is based on the detailed analysis and assessment of the 
following parameters: 

1.2.l Demographic data 

total population 
population by age group and age pyramid 
structure of the population 
birth rate and fertility 
110rtality by age and sex 
life expectancy at birth 
population growth projections 

1.2.2. Sanitary state and epidelliology 

general situation, morbidity and !IOrtality 
traDS11issible diseases including those controllable by 
enviroD11eDtal hygiene, such as dysentery, thypoid fever, viral 
hepatitis, cholera, etc., by vaccination, such as tuberculosis, 
diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, poliomyelitis, cerebro-spinal 
llelJinfitis, etc., and other transmissible <Fseases, such as 
leisbmaniot1is ochisosta11iasis 1 rabies, tracbOlle, hydatid cyst, etc. 
diseases of the cardio-vascular, gastro-intestinal, genito-urinary 
and nervous systems 
-lignant tumors 
nutritional diseases 
accidents, including road and work accidents, and professional 
diseases 
f1111ily planning or "spacing out~ of births. 

This approach conaists of selecting a target area with as large sample 
of the population aa poaaible, detel"Jlining its demographic cCJ11P09itj?D and 
structure, and applying the respective 110rbidity and 110rtality rates of 
prevailing diseases at each age group. This is followed by a calculation of 
the annual diaeue frequency in the target area, as well aa the n'Ullber arid 
types of treat.lent• for each disease. In utilizing previously fixed standard 
treatment schemes, or any other widely acceptable therapeutic schelleS, one 
could detel"Jline the quantity of each pharmaceutical product needed for ea'h 
diaeaae. To this should be added the product necessary to fill in the 
distribution pipe-lines arid the ones replacing ~'entual losses. Finally, the 
resulting 11110unts for the target area should be 11Ultiplied to cover the entire 
population. 
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1.3 The "Services" Approach 

This method of evaluation is based on the detailed analysis of the 
foll.:JWing parameters: 

1.3.1 
1.3.2 
1.3.3 

1.3.4 

1.3.5 

1.3.6 

1.3. 7 

National health-care system and government health policy 
Health legislation 
Ministry's of Health and Welfare 8DDUal budget and its allocation 
for pbanmceutical products 
Sanitary infrastructure (hospitals, clinics, health centers, 
conaultatioo roc.s, family-plannina centers etc.) with the 
respective oUlber of beds, baspital consultations and acmisaions, 
days of hospitalization, etc. 
lhman resources (physicians, llUl"geona, dentists, pharmacists, 
nurses, health visitors, etc.) 
The ncmenclature of authorized pharmaceutical products (locally 
aanuf actured and i.llported) 
The standard therapeutic schemes, etc. 

The first step is to review the DUllber of services rendered by each type 
of unit in the aanitary infrastructure (hospital, clinics, health-centres, 
etc.), or each type of person dispensing drugs (physicians, pharmacists, 
nurses, health visitors, etc.) in a iiven health pro11 e. After a detailed 
acanning of the respective registers coverini a one year period (6) a 
classification and listening of the JIOSt widespread diagnoses and their 
frequency is established. Usini the standard therapeutic sche•es, the 
quantities of the annual requirements for pbanmceuticals is calculated for 
each installation, or each drug dispeaain« person, by ..Utiplying the number 
of cases of a particular disease by the quantity of medicines used for its 
treat.ent and repeating the •- procedure for all nosological units contained 
in the list. Finally, the total amount of necessary pharllaceutical products 
in all establishments or dispensing persons involved in the progJ"Bllme are 
calculated. 

This •thod is more realistic thl.n ~be f onier two and reflects the 
number and quantity of pharmaceuticals actually preacribed or dispensed to the 
population seeking cODSultation and treatment. The figures derived from this 
method are naturally much lONer than the ones resulting from the "population" 
approach. 

Another approach in a sillilar direction could be the consideration of 
one or a iroup of rural and urban "Health Zones", with their established lists 
or pharmaceuticals, their quantities and their prices, covering a specific 
number of people and period of time. Takinl these zones u representative 
111111ples and multiplying their respective drug conaU11Ptions by the total number 
of zones in the country, will produce a reuon•bly good esti•te of the 
national consumption for a detel"llined time span. 

(6) In C9Se recisters are incomplete or lacking, a •inillull period of one 
year is necessary to accumulate all pertinent data. 
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1.4 Estillation of Potential Consumption 

When estillating the potential consumption of pbanlaceuticals, or the 
evolution of demmd, the following factors shculd be taken into account: 

1.4.1 

1.4.2 
1.4.3 

Drug CODSU11Ption at a given t~ and its historical development 
trends 
Grollth rate and aging of the population 
Short and long-tera government policies and their tiaing and degree 
of illplementation. 

Govenment policies could pertain to price regulations, free medical 
care, re~t of drup lllld services, opening of new outlets, reduced 
lists of essential drugs, streamlining of health services organiz~tion and 
118D&g@ml!Dt, restrictive lle8Sure& in drug use and abuse, etc. 

To illustrate the magnitude of the problem, one could consider the price 
issue, for instance. from a purely lnmanitarian, social and public health 
point of view, the lower the p!"ices of phanl&ceuticals, the better are the 
chances for access by the poorer seaP1ents of the population and the larger the 
coverage of the needs would be. At the same time, lower prices favour an 
increase in the pharmaceutical consumption and could stimulate wastage, both 
of which, govenments try to avoid. 

Fr<>11 an industrial and especially econo~ic point of view, low drug 
prices could jeopardize the creation and the development of a d011eStic 
phanlaceutical 1111Dufacture. In one country, ~or instance, prices of 
phanlaceuticals showed a 2~ increase over a period of 15 years, ca11pared tu 
the general price index of goods, which has llOre than trippeld for the same 
period of time. These low prices have been a deterrent to invest.ent from ~he 
pr~vate and public sectors and inhibited the development of a pharmaceutical 
industry with acceptable operating margin levels and with sustained growth 
capabilities. 

Government policies aigbt be concerned with disease eradication 
proir ea, new educational prolfl• ea with shift of e11pbaais to progressively 
change the conaU11Ption models (prescription patterns influencing also the 
auto-medication habits), f .. ily pl111111ing or birth "spacing off" progrmmleS, 
etc. 

1.4.4 

1.4.5 

National Bconmic Development plana their priorities and eventual 
illpact on the phaniaceutical busines• ud industry as wel~ as the 
specific plans or projects to develop the suitary infrastructure 
lllld iocreue the nuaber of outlets, beds, etc. 

Phan18ceutical policies and legislation concerning importation, 
storage, manufacture, quality control, distribution and utilization 
of drugs. 
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The GNP per capita and income distribution 

Household expenses for phar.llaceuticals, even in empoverished rural 
areas, are often larger than the government contributions per 
capita, a reality one should accept when trying to equilibrate the 
supply and the demand of phar.naceuticals. One should also envisage 
factors conditioning the levels of these expenses, such as the size 
of the f .. ily, its income, the glol>al household expenses, the 
aocio-pr,,.f essional category of the head of the household, the 
housing "'1ld !iving conditions, the place of settle11ent (rural or 
urban), ..be proxi.Jlity to sanitary facilities and/or drugstores, 
~tc. The equitative impact of the above 11e11tioned factors is easy 
to understand. 

Academic institutions abilities, capacities and budi(ets to educate 
and train medical, par-9edical and pharmaceutical personnel. 

The medical pr0110tional activities of domestic and foreign 
phanaaceutical enterprises. 

The development of new drugs, new delivery systems and new 
therapeutic schemes. A typical ex&lilple could be the original, 
excessively high forecasts for streptomycin 118Dufacture, destined 
pr:iJlarily to fight tuberculosis. With the introduction of the 
Rifa11Ycines and the new combined therapeutic schemes, StreptOJ1Ycin 
is disappearing froa the mu-kets. 

When projecting the estimated increase in demand, or the pharmaceutical 
J1arket growth rate, one could formulate different working hypotheses, 
depending on the variables, as well as their tilling and intensity to influence 
the outcome. It is obvious, that the longer the periods of projection, the 
S118ller the chances of accuracy. 

In any case, the projected consumption figures should be reviewed and 
reactulized on an annua. basis and the future development plans adapted 
accordingly. 

V. PROVISION OF PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY 

The second step in the elaboration of a Muter Plan is the analysis and 
evaluation of the supply aide. 

1. Element• of suppl! consideration 

The •in ele11e11ts of the supply to be anaJ}'»ed and addressed are u 
follows: 

1.1 The domestic pban111ceutical industry, its actual stage of development 
and its growth potential. 
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1.2 Historical data of imports, cuat~ clearance procedures, import duty 
rates and taxes, import restrictions, protective tariffs or preferential 
duty treatment for lllports, foreign exchange control regulations, 
traditional suppliers, etc. 

1.3 The supply and distribution systems with pertinent distribution channels 
and outlets, aiDillua stock requi~nts and facilities, etc. 

1.4 The natiOD&l. ecoD011ic development plan with its priorities and budget 
allocatiOll9 in the i.Dduatrial and agr-icultural sector - in addition to 
its ~ance in the f'ield of medicinal plants and livestock, the 
develos-nt of tbe agricultural sector llicbt have an impact on the 
availability of other r.. -terials, •uch • corn, for instance, used 
for the production of corn-steep liquor, starch, glucose, syrup !JDd oil, 
as b•ic -terials iD the fementation of atibiotics - and the 
govenment policies in tbe pbarwaceutical field. 

1.5 The acaclmic institutions and their existing and potential ability and 
capacity to train llDd form highly specialized individuals in the 
technical, c• ercial and managerial fields, such as industrial 
pharmacists, aicrobiologists, chmists, engineers and business aanagers, 
as well as their educational pro,gr,,.r..->!11 

1.6 The quality control and assurance's aan power, aaterial and financial 
resources and its activities with locally manufactured and/or imported 
pbarllaceuticals. 

1.7 The existing R & D level, its facilities and resources. 

1.8 The available technologies and their transfer, aa well as the transfer 
of aodl!rn aanagement concepts and techniques. 

1.9 The existance and the development state of some auxilliary industries 
such as paper, card-board, glass, plastics, rubber, metal, solvents, 
sugar, food colorants, etc., as well aa related intiuatries aaoufacturing 
condoms, intrauterine devices, laboratory and dispensary equilJllellt, 
diagnostics, syringes and needles, infusion sets and symt .. , nursing 
supplies, formulation and packaging of veterinary drugs and food 
supplements, etc. 

1.10 The aiatance of supporting fuactiona such u repair, preventive 
•intemmce, aanufacture of spare parts, etc. 

1.11 The patents and the patent protection legislations and constrains. 

1.12 The consultancy organizations and their expertise in the deail!J, the 
engineering and the project J111Dage11ent. 

1.13 The construction expertise and the existing enterprises, the 
availability of construction aateriala, the construction coats, etc. 
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1.14 The available foreign and domestic industrial financing options and the 
re&pective goven1!91!Dt rules and regulations. 

1.15 The traditional Jledicioe and its pba1'111lcopoeia, th~ medicinal flora and 
its geographic distribution in a spontaneous and/or cultivated state. 

l.!6 The availability caad utilization of animal organs and the national 
slaughter houses capacities. 

1.17 The availability of r8lf .. terials and intel"lled.iates. 

1.18 The national transportation and c• mication systems and their 
respective infraatnictures. 

1.19 The J1Ultilateral and bi-lateral 
socio-econc:aic Dpact. 

Some of the above mentioned parameters will be more explicit in order to 
illustrate the extent of the studies to be undertaken. 

2. The National Pharmaceutical Industri 

It is necessary in the course of preparing a Master Plan to indicate a 
general overview of the dCJ11eStic p~tical industry, its historical 
background and the development phase it has reached with its degree of 
vertical and/or horizontal integration. This is followed by a detailed audit 
enccmpassing all organizational and man11geri'l aspects of operating 
enterprises and their perfol'98Dce, including with as 11Uch details as possible: 

2.1 the fo1'11Bl and informal organization, the organizational levels and span 
of 118D&gement s.nd staff; 

2.2 the 11&11agement and the llBD&gerial CQllPetence, and skills in the 
technical, c~rcial and financial fields, the llBD&gerial functions 
including all activities necessary to produce and deliver the product to 
the buyer, such aa purcbuing, warehousing, mDUfacturing and 
transportation. Aa far aa the •~ufacturing function i8 concerned, 
particular care ahould be taken when analyzing the type of products and 
the manufacturing •ix, the available technology (licenc& agreements, 
111111ufacturing contracta, etc.), the exi•ting and incremental capacities 
and their utilization ratios, the manufacturing margin, the production 
progi I! and budgets, the .achinery and equiP119Dt and the capital 
in~estllent plans for replacament, i..llprovement or extension and their 
ori1in, etc. 

2.3 personnel and the personnel policies 
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2.4 other functions such as internal control, financing, financial and cost 
accounting with complete perfo~ce analyses of balance sheets, incOlle 
statements and pertinent ratios, marketing and sales, repair and 
maintenance and their respective degrees of efficiency and expense 
levels; 

2.5 the quality control and quality assurance function with its man power, 
-terial and financial resources; 

2.6 the site with eventual extension possibilitiea, buildings condition, 
av6ilable general services, the purification system and installations, 
the safety and loss prevention measures, etc. 

3. Technology and i ta Transfer 

In mmy developing countries acquired know-how pertains -inly to the 
formulation of p~ceuticals with the transfer of technology through a 
license &gree11ent. In others, as in the case of 11111tipurpose plants for 
chemical synthesis or for production of antibiotics through fermentation is 
obtained by outright purchase, or by virtue of a Jl&Jlagement or a technical 
assistant agreement. The development of q':Ullifications and expertise by 
parti=ipation in training abroad is another wey of technology transfer. 

Obtaining pertinent technology is ~erhaps the largest single constraint 
to the development of viable d011eStic basic phanaaceutical llBDUfacture. Even 
if such technologi'!S are available, the transfer prices of illported 
intermediates are fluctuating in the world market, often out of proportion to 
the prices of pbaraaceutical chemicals, thus leaving the domestic 
manufacturers with little control over cost and price of their end-products. 
It is also a known fact, that some drug manufacturers exercise often very 
strict control ever the production of key intenlediates. This c"uld delay and 
hamper the development of a domestic basic phanaaceutical industry which 
depend on imports of &uch inte1'11ediates and for which one has often to pay 
extreaely high prices, or can not obtain them at all. 

When this coincides with the high inflation, the cash position of the 
118.Dufacturers wors~ns and the entire econoaica of the pharmaceutical industry 
becomes very negative. The teclmoloJI)' for raw J1Bterials production is scarce 
and if available, as in some ceaes of antibictic fer11entation the processes 
are out-dated, the J1BDufocturing yields are low (7) and the pace of obsolence 
very rapid. SometiJleS, the coats of the end-products by adopting such 
teclmologies are even higher than by using interllediates. 

(7) In one of the ~ountries, for example, the contracted mar.ufacturing 
yields for an antibiotics were already obsolete at the time of signing 
the agreement and represented only about 30' of the normally accepted 
levels. 
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The best technologies are usually developed through extensive R&D and at 
high cost and held by the private sector to secure the largest possible 
ccmpetitive edge for their products, price and quality-wise, and it is 
understandable that such technologies are protected by the owr .3. 

4. Financing Options 

A thorough ex•iDation and evaluation of the available financing options 
in the public and private sectors shou!J be undertaken in the plan All 
govenment rules and regulations governing local and foreign loans, foreign 
participation, government subsidies or grants, etc. should be examined. 

The dcmestic sources of capital supply are the national budget (Ministry 
of Health and Welfare, Ministry of Industry or other services), provincial or 
regional budgets, loans from local banking or finance institutions, the 
cam111UDity contributions and the charity organization donation as well as 
self-generated capital of existing enterprises. 

The foreign sources of financing could be offshore loans by domestic 
private or public enterprises and goverD11eDt institutions, donations by 
foreign religious or other non-profit llllking charitable organizations, 
multinational and/or bilateral assistance contributions and direct 
participation of foreign enterprises or individuals. In the case of the 
latter, government rules and regulations should be assessed as follows: 
national loan ceilings and eventual :maxi.mull debt/service ratios, capital 
borrowing and import regulations, equity and 11BD&gement participation and 
sheraholding structure, repatriation of capital and/or profits, inc011e tax 
levels and eventual tax holidays, duty exemption on iap?rt of machinery, 
equipment and raw 111&terials and, in general, all aspects reflecting the 
government attitude towards the development of the pharmaceutical 
118Dufacturing sector. 

VI. THE DBMANDLSUPPLY BALANCE 

The consequence 'Jf in-depth studies carried out to identify and analyse 
all para11eters necessary for the creation and the development of a natio~al 
pharmaceutical industry, according to their impact on the demand and/or the 
supply side, in the light of prevailing conditions f ~r implementation are 
recOJmMmdations representing the core of the Master Plan. 

1. Major Elements of a Master Plan 

The Master Plan for each country will be unique to that country 
reflecting its socio-economic structure and its level of develoJlllleDt. It 
should basically incorporate the following el8118Dts: 

1.1 Goven'JlleDt'a pban1aceutical policy and legal frB11eWOrk, 
1.2 Pace and level of the pha!"111lceutical industry's develop11ent, 
1.3 Plans for rationalization of existing facilities and the new industrial 

infr .. tructure requirements, 
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1.4 Choice of technologies to be acquired, 
1.5 Research and Development and the phasing of the R & D progi,,.,,..._.._ 
1.6 Maintenance a supporting structure, 
1.7 1:1Dl9':1 resources, their educational levels and a manpower development 

p.·ogi e, 
1.8 T"~e ancillary industries, their level of development and their upstream 

and dolm-streaa integration with the pbar.aaceutical industry, 
1.9 Agricultural. development and its capabilities to provide raw -terials 

from medicinal plants, liYestock, corn, etc. 
1.10 The :mde and progi ! of action and schedttle of illplementation, 
1.11 The eco..cmic and financial evaluation of the entire project, including 

senaitiYity studies and identification of financial resources, 
1.12 Tbe intecation of the pbanmceutical inclustry's development with the 

general ~'\lth policy and its incorporation into the national econoaic 
development plllDS. 

2. Impact of Government Policies 

'l'he f onmlation of a concise and coherent government policy concerning 
importation, storage, quality control, 111111ufacturing, distribution and 
utilization of pbarwaceuticals, is the first step in ensuring a seccessful 
devel0191!11t of a national pbarma~tical industry. 

There are wide differences 11110ng developing countries regarding the 
setting of precise objectives and goals for the pharmaceutical industry. 
Speaking of extreme ex1111ples, in soae cases govenments have planned the 
tiaing and the exact percentages of the demand to be covered by their national 
phanlaceutical industry and the progressive replacement of imports; in others, 
with pbarllaceutical markets of sillilar size, clear position about the 
pharmaceutical industry development have not been formulated. 

2.1 GovenD1eDt incentives 

Governments play illportant role in encouraging and stimulating the 
development of domestic pbamaceutical industry through to the measures they 
take to emure a hanionioua and sustained development and growth. Such 
measures include illportant restrictions and/or protective tariffs, 
preferential treatment, duty and tax exemptions for illport of •chinery, 
equipment, technoloo, raw -terials, etc., waiving of business taxes, income 
tax holidays, etc. 

Prmotional incentives to some industries should be l....'.l.ted in tille to 
avoid stagnations. Some firms or sectors with growth potential in the 
long-run, but suffering fraa other short-run proble11S, should be protected in 
the short-tem, with a ~l reduction of subaidies, when the immediate 
probl- subside. Seeton with no growth potential should not be offered the 
aa.e incentives but .. Y be better aerved when allowed to •brink progressively. 
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Govenment incentives should be directed towards reduction of Ct'st, 
improved ccmpetitiveneaa and encouragaent of resources movement from other 
firms or sectors. Overall ecc>DClmic growth could suffer, if efficient sectors 
are ignored and protecticn offered to the less efficient ones. 

2.2 Invest.mt 

Attracting dcmestic and foreign investlleut is another llBjor point of 
1oven:ment policy, apecially Mien regulating illport of capital, credit 
facilities ad conditions, shareholding and management structures, 
repatriatioa of capital and profits and remittance tax in case of 
joint-ventures, etc. Countries favouri.DC foreign invest.ent expect foreign 
iDYeatora to brinl capital, tecbnolOIY, expertiae/akills, international safety 
standards, innovation, market:ina network, efficiency, etc. On the other hand 
foreign investors are interest~ in the availability of: 

- dcmestic resources 
- skilled labour 
- reasonable infrastructure 
- quality of life for the expatriate staff 
- adequate returns 
- fair treatment 
- cons:iatant application of laws 
- protection of expertise {patents, trademarks, etc. ) 
- feti ~d sillple bureaucratic procedures and control. 

These .. tters should be seriously considered before embarking on an 
active progr~ for attracting foreign invest.mt. 

2.3 Drug ConsU!lption 

Another important topic within the context of government policies is the 
rationalization of the drug consumption, a difficult and lengthy process, 
which could influence the supply/delland equation. While all citizens have a 
constitutional rilbt to protf'Ct their health, ri~t ... urec1 by a general 
health service and often free lledicare, it became• clear, that with projected 
conaU111Ption figures reaching enol'llOUS proportions, some "9Uures aight be 
necessary to contain this phencmenoa and to slow-down its evolution. 

3. Consideration ,f lxistinc Industrial feacilities 

A rehabilitation and rationalization protr e of the exiating 
mnufactt..ring units is usually considered for iaplementation in the Muter 
Plan particularly when aauy of tbe exiatillf facilities are obaolete, 
inefficient and overcrowded. Such progr ea are normally baed on a concept 
of ~inillua invest.eat and atructural changes for optiaization of the exiating 
equipment at lowest coat, with a atroa1 emphasis on: the reorganization of 
the technical, administrative and financial aaD8'ement; the streaalining of 
operation; the i.m>rovment of the •terial and product flow; the introduction 
and/or development rf preventive -iutenance; the aexiaization of 1.1tiliziog 
available capacities; the atrengbtening of laboratory control procedures; etc. 
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Rationalization progra es is easier tc centralize and co-ordinate, and 
faster to illplement in the public sector, once a deci~~on is taken. By virtue 
of the nature of measures to be adopted and the assistance offered, the 
private sector could willingly take part. 

One of the JIOSt important points to be kept in ~ind in order to ensure a 
timely start and a smooth progresH of the program1e, is the early preparation 
and planning of all rationalization stages and especially the co:-respcmding 
production schedules with their respective sttJCk levels. Often, due to delays 
or inadequate planning, the 98Duf acturing process is disnipted and there could 
be excess or lack of stock. 

4. The ~lementation of New Units 

4.1 The number, size, type, nature and site of new JllUlUfacturing units to be 
implt!lleDted depend on all the factors previously enumerated and could 
include: 

4.1.l Facilities for formulation and/or packaging of pharmaceuticals for human 
or veterinary use producing one or 11<>re forms separately or in one unit 
(syrups, injectables and "phtalllic solutions, etc.) 

4.1.2 Units for the production of phytoche.icals frOll Jledicinal plants 
4.1.3 Units for the production of bio-active substances from animal origin 
4.1.4 Multipurpose plants for chemical synthesis 
4.1.5 Units for the production of biologicals (vaccines and sera) etc. 
4.1.6 Units for the production of antibiotics, etc. 

For instance in the field of formulation and packagi~g of pharmacuetical 
products, which constitutes one of the largest parts of the activities, one 
should consider the illplementation of flexible, versatile, 59811 or medium 
sized standardized units, which could be easily reproduced on other 
appropriate sites when necessary. One possible exa11ple would be a "modular 
unit" consisting of two modules of 2,100a2 each, one llOdule for fon1Ulation 
and packaging of dry fof'JIS, and another for the paste and liquid ones, adapted 
for the production of 65 •illiona sales units in one shift and 110 •illion 
units in two. SeparatLOD of the packaging lines from that of fon1Ulation could 
provide a degree of 11Brketing flexibility. The details for other units are 
not intended to be dealt in this short paper. 

4.2 Whatever type of 11BDufacturing unit has been selected in the Master 
Plan, it should include: 

4.2.1 detailed architectural and engineering designs of all structures whithin 
the •ite, 



4.2.2 

4.2.3 
4.2.4 
4.2.5 

4.2.6 

4.2.7 

4.2.8 
4.2.9 

4.2.10 
4.2.11 

4.2.12 

4.2.13 
4.2.14 
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standardized construction materials lists according to their 
availability in the country; 
list of machinery and equipaent with detailed lay-out; 
total capital invest11eDt, including cost of land and infrastructure: 
construction and equipment installation phases with est:U.ated time 
of completion; 
supply of utilities-water, gas, fuel, electricity (co:irpa:essed air, 
cooling, sewage, incinerator, etc. ) ; 
organizational chart with number of people, their qualifications 
and job descriptions; 
fl~s of the different functions; 
doc:mlents and procedures for management and control, including a 
CQ11Prebensive quality control and quality assurance system in 
accordance with CJ4P standards; 
list of products and product fo~ to be .anuf&ctured; 
.anufacturing programes and product aix, annual production rates 
for one and two shifts and the progressive reaching of a cruising 
rytm; 
stock levels of raw materials, excipients, packaging material, 
semi-finished and finished goods; 
1181lufacturing cost &id gross aargin calculations; 
~perating expenses and working capital. 

An important topic to be singled out, in view of its implications, is 
the choice of products to be 118Dufactured in relation to the essential drugs 
lists drawn by WHO (8) and by the countries thE!llSelves. It is a well known 
fact, that in 118DY developing countries, essential drugs often represent less 
than 5~ of total drug consumption. In one country, for instance, the value 
of non-essential drugs illported in the country were 75% of the total (9), .in 
others ~-

Without questioning the hU11BDitarian and social aspects and without 
dwelling on the aerits or the wisdom of distributing essential drugs to the 
population, or the service to the priority or strategic needs of Public 
Health, and from a purely industrial and economic point of view, the 
manufacture of selective essential drugs does not represent a viable economic 
proposition {10}. In aany instances economy of scale does not justify the 
production of essential drugs only. 

The industrial approach shaN9 the necessity to adopt a flexible 
production programme CCJllP09ed of essential and non-essential drugs {a aixed 
product approach), ensuring the industrial feasibility of the unit as a 
whole. Feasibility studies demonstrate that one should not undenaine the 
viability of national phar.aceutiLal industry by reverting to production of a 
liaited drug list but should allow it to expresa a profitable dimension. 

(8) Utilization of esaential drugs - second report of the c01mittee of 
experts, Geneva 1985. 

(9) "International Journal of Health Services". vol1.111e 12, ~ove.ber 3,1983 
(10) UNIDO IO. 569, Vienna 1984 
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5 • Research and Development 

In :many developing countries, the existing hU118D, material and financial 
resources, as well as the organizational and legal f1aaework available for 
R & D are very l:illited. In various cases, research and development activities 
are covering galencial and scme pbanaaco-toxicological laboratory studies only. 

Research and development is usually separated in two groups of 
activities. Applied research, as a sbort-tena objective, concentrating on 
receiving, asilli.lating, u.intaining and eventually illproving on existing 
technologies. This ia usually perfonled in foveuwt institutes in 
accordance with the requirements of the ~:idustry. A better coordinated effort 
between the institutes and i.nduatry needs a ~ pla11Din( and 
integration. Basic research is directeci towards long-tera objectives to 
develop AJeW technologies. In this case acade-i.c institutes and universities 
play the major role according to the aovenmat social and econcmic 
priorities. Ultimately basic and applied R l D should join together, interact 
and present the full service of • & D, a in the case of the developed 
countries. This will offer the best chance for the development of a viable 
basic pharmaceutical industry. 

Considering the extremely high cost, complexity and difficulty of 
pharmaceutical R & D, it is understandable that national pbarwtceutical 
producers have little chance to indulge in long-tena basic research and 
development. Even if they chose to do so, financial institutions would be 
reluctant to support them because of the high risk involved and the long 
gestation period. 

Such a high risk enterprise could only be \Dldertaken by goven111eDts of 
developing countries, which recognize the vital role of the pbarwlceutical 
induatry from social, econcmic and even political points of view. Govenments 
could c~it themselves, release the necessary funds, provide adequate 
infrastructure, and assure the necessary adainiatrative and legal enviroD11eDt 
for these activities. This could be considered as a long-term government 
"pre-investment policy" in the ~ceutical field in the developing 
countries. 

5.1 Cqlponents of a R & D plan: 

A plan for pharmaceutical R & D within the Master Plan should inc!ude 
the following: 

5.1.1 the creation and/or development of •.o adllinistrative and legal 
infraatructure responsible for R & D; 

5.1.2 t!Ae phllain• of the R & D progr~ according to a schedule of 
illplmeatation; 

5.1.3 the required h1m8D resources, their qualificatiC'DS acd detree of 
•pecialization u well as a scientific and technical manpower 
development plan; 

5.1.4 the neces•ary .. terial and financial resources, including building•, 
laboratory and other equipment, .. terials and supplies. 
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6. Education and Training 

l'he elaboration of a detailed manpower development programme for each 
phase of progress in the pharmaceutical industry is one of the most i.Jlportant 
ele11eDts in securing its success. It provides the staffing, not only for the 
newly i.Jlplanted manufacturing units, but also for supporting and parallel 
structures, such as maintenance, resea.;. ch and development, etc. 

The plenninf ~rocess should start with the identification of the number 
of people and their qualifications required for each stage of development of 
every 118Dufacturing unit with supporting and parallel structures and 
building-up until the ulti-te goal of the Master Plan's span is reached. It 
covers the needs of the fonmlation and packaging units, as well as those 
pertaining to upstreaa integrated facilities, such as llBDUfacturing of 
phytochellicals, bio-active substances from animal origin, aultipurpose plants 
for chemical synthesis, BBDUfacture of vaccins and sera, fermentation of 
antibiotics, etc. 

The plan should include: the management staff, the technical staff for 
the units, the supervisory staff, the qualified and unqualified workers, the 
technical staff for the maintenance and the highly specialized staff for the 
quality control laboratories and the research and developi11ent facilities with 
their qualifications. 

The next stage of planning focuses en the identification of the domestic 
and foreign human dDd material resources required to provide the personnel, 
together with the educational and training periods, and the respective 
time-table of actions to be undertaken. This includes the domestic education 
and training by local and/or foreign lecturers and trainers at the 
11Bnufacturing site or elsewhere, as well as educaticn and trainint at foreign 
academic institutions and/or by phan111ceutical J1&Dufacturers. 

The last phase pertains to a detailed cost estimate of the above 
:mentioned eiements and includes tuition fees, travel and transportation 
expenses, daily subsistence allowances, 1111terials and supplies, rent of 
premises and equiP119Dt, canteen service, social activities, boooraria and 
other compensations, etc. 

The corresponding restructuring and/or introduction of new courses in 
the academic institutions to fit partially or entirely the new requirements of 
111mpower development, should also be included. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Th~ special characteristics of the p~ceutical industry regarding its 
impact OD the national economic and social development technological 
complexity, research and development intensity, oligopalistic character, and 
its i ense strategic importance all lend the:11Selves to planning J10re than ar.y 
industrial subsector. 

'!'he fact that the products of this industry is essential to the general 
welfare of the population aake it very &e?Jaitive to goverm1ent policy with 
regard to both, its pricing and availability. A stringent pricing or a too 
liberal import policy -Y suffocate inf ar.t local industry under the intense 
pressure of competition from multinationals. Upward integration in the 
chemical induatry or downward integration in the ancillary industry may be 
essential for the successful development of the national pharmaceutical 
industry if such moves improves enterprise profitability and national economic 
viability and other developmental plans. 

Due to the extreo"Jely high cost of research and development associated 
with the development of this industry it is imperative that properly prepared 
scientific and operation skills are 11ade available to the industry in order to 
-intain the high level of performance it de1BDds. Manpower development 
planning for this industry is a necessary prerequisite for its healthy 
development. 

The Uipact of changes in population growth, pattern of diseases, 
standards of livings, development of the national health insurance schemes, 
national health delivery system and coverage, and development of new products 
is so intense OD this industry that a long-tena view of its development is a 
llUSt. 

For these reasons and many others the adoption of a 11&Ster plan for the 
national development of the pharmaceutical industry which can be continuously 
updated provides an important guarantee for a healthy and sustaiDed 
development of the pbanlaceutical industry. 




